
Vowels around the World



Things to Keep in Mind
• Resonant frequencies (formants) are primarily based on 
the length of the speaker’s vocal tract.

• (the length of the open tube)

• The longer the vocal tract, the lower the formant 
frequencies.

• Thought Question #1:

• What effect might lip rounding have on formant 
frequencies?

• Thought Answer #1:

• Lip rounding lowers both formant frequencies.

• Thought Caveat #1: rounded vowels (like [u] and [o]) are 
often fronted in modern English.



“Normalcy”

“booed” “bode”



Feeling Minnesota

“booed” “bode”



Looking California

“booed” “bode”



the rest of the IPA vowels



Front, Rounded Vowels
• [y] high, front, tense

• [ʏ] high, front, lax

• [ø] high-mid, front

• [œ] low-mid, front

• [ɶ] low, front



French Front Rounded Vowels



Dutch
front

rounded 
vowels



Unrounded vs. Rounded

[li] [ly]

These are both high, front vowels



Front vs. Back

[ly] [lu]

These are both high, rounded vowels



Unrounded vs. Rounded

[le] [lø]

These are both mid-high, front vowels



Front vs. Back

[lø] [lo]

These are both mid-high, rounded vowels



German: tense vs. lax

high, front, 
unrounded

high, front, 
rounded



German: tense vs. lax

high, front, 
rounded

high, back, 
rounded



Back, unrounded vowels
• [ɯ] high, back, unrounded

• [ɤ] mid-high, back, unrounded

Compare with an old friend:

• [ɒ] low, back, rounded 



Vietnamese



Front vs. Back

[ti] [tɯ]    

These are both high, unrounded vowels



Unrounded vs. Rounded

These are both high, back vowels

[tɯ] [tu]



Front vs. Back

These are both mid-high, unrounded vowels

[te] [tɤ]



Unrounded vs. Rounded

[tɤ] [tou]

These are both mid-high, back vowels



Turkish

[kɪs]

[kɛs]

[kys]

[køs]

[kɑs]

[kɯs]

[kɔs]

[kus]



Low, Back Vowels
• British English (RP) has a three-way distinction between  

[ɑ] ~  [ɒ] ~ [ɔ]

• “bard” [bɑd]

• “bod” [bɒd]

• “bawd” [bɔd]

• “hard” [hɑd]

• “hod” [hɒd]

• “hawed” [hɔd] 



Unrounded vs. Rounded

These are both low, back vowels

“hard” [hɑd] “hod” [hɒd]



Low vs. Mid-Low

These are both back, round vowels

“hod” [hɒd] “hawed”   [hɔd]





Central Vowels
• [ɨ] high, unrounded

• [ʉ] high, rounded

• [ɜ] mid-low, unrounded

• [ɵ] mid-high, rounded



Barred-i in Russian



Front vs. Central

These vowels are both high and unrounded.

[bjil] [bɨl]



Barred-u in Norwegian



Front vs. Central

These vowels are both high and rounded

[by:] [bʉ:]



Central vs. Back

These vowels are both high and rounded

[bu:][bʉ:]



Reversed Epsilon
• British English (RP) distinguishes between central and back 
unrounded vowels in the mid-low region

“bud”  [bʌd] “bird”  [bɜːd]



RP Diphthongs
• Just so you know:

1. RP = “Received Pronunciation”

2. The /o/ phoneme is realized as a  [ə͡ʊ] diphthong.

• Peter: “bode” [bə͡ʊd]

• Bruce: “bode” [bo͡ʊd]
3. RP is non-rhotic

ÞLots of extra diphthongs with a  [ə] offglide.

[ɪ͡ə] [ɛ͡ə] [a͡ə]

4. [ju] can appear after alveolars in RP.

“news” = [nju:z] “suit” = [sjut]



Swedish



Five-Vowel Spaces
• Many languages have only three or five vowels, 
separated evenly in the vowel space in a triangle

• Here’s a popular vowel space option:

i u

e o

a



Five-Vowel Spaces



A “Bad” Vowel Space
• Five vowels in a vowel system are rarely, if ever, distributed 
thusly:

[i]

[ɪ] 

[e]

[ɛ] 

[æ]

• Why?



Adaptive Dispersion Theory
• Developed by Bjorn Lindblom and Johan Liljencrants

• (Swedish speakers) 

• Idea: languages tend to maximize the distance between 
vowels in acoustic space…

• this helps listeners perceive contrasts between vowels

• A phonological phenomenon: “chain shifts”

• If one vowel moves…

• The rest follow suit, to maintain distinctions.



The Great Lakes Shift
• One chain shift is currently taking place in the northern 
United States.

• Prevalent in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Buffalo, and 
many places in between

• (though not in Toronto..but maybe in Windsor!)

General Great Lakes

“bad” [æ] [ɛə] ~ [eə]

“bod” [ɑ] [a]

“bawd” [ɒ] [ɑ]

“bus” [ʌ] [ɒ]

“bed” [ɛ] [ʌ]









backing

“ahead”



Female Talkers



Female Talkers



New Zealand Vowel Shift

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JT5AQIlmM0I



A Word of Caution
• The vowel system of English can vary greatly from one 
dialect to another. 

• Ex: the vowels of Canadian English have shifted away from 
their American counterparts…

• (for some, but not all, speakers)

• Shift #1: [ɑ] ® [ɒ] Unshifted:

• Shift #2: [æ] ® [a] Unshifted:

• There are also new(er) shifts underway!

• Shift #3: [ɛ] ® [æ] “head”

• Shift #4: [ɪ] ® [ɛ] “hid”

• Shift #5: [ʊ] ® [ɵ] “hood”





The Canadian Shift, Diagrammed

X

Ɵ



Vowel Diacritics
• The IPA contains a few diacritics which are especially 
relevant to vowels.

• The most important of these is the diacritic for 
nasalization.

• Ex:  [ẽ] = nasalized [e]

• Nasalized vowels are produced by lowering the velum 
during the production of a vowel

• air flows through both the nose and the mouth

• Contrastive nasal vowels are found in » 20% of the 
world’s languages



Back to French



Nasal Vowel Acoustics
• The acoustics of nasal vowels are very complex.

• Basically: there are formants (and “anti-formants”!) for both the 
nasal and oral passageways.

• Also: nasalization expands bandwidths. This smears formants.

[hɑ] Chinantec Examples [hɑ̃]



Nasal Vowel Acoustics
• Nasalization smears vowel bandwidths, which can 
obscure F1 (vowel height) differences

• high vowels sound low

• low vowels sound high

• Note: American South “pen” vs. “pin”

• French:  [le]  vs. [lɛ]̃ 

[lo]  vs. [lɔ̃]



An English Example

• Note the recording messiness.

[n] [d] [d][b]      [a]        [ʊ][b]    [a]        [ʊ̃]



Nasal Spreading
• Nasalization often spreads from consonants to vowels

• Sundanese (spoken in Indonesia) has a famous pattern of 
nasal spreading, which is blocked by certain consonants.



Nasometer
• A tool which has been developed for studying the 
nasalization of vowels (and other segments) is the 
Nasometer.

• The Nasometer uses two microphones to measure airflow 
through both the mouth and nose at the same time.

http://www.kayelemetrics.com/Product%20Info/6400/6400.htm



More Nasometer
• The Nasometer spits out readings of the amount of air 
flowing out of the nose and the mouth at the same time.

• nasal vowels: concomitant airflow through both 
mouth and nose

• nasal stops: airflow only through nose


